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INTRODUCTION
Holism
According to the Explanatory Dictionary, “holism” is a concept
which refers to the fact that the whole cannot be reduced to the
sum of its parts and there actually is an integrating factor of the
world, an immaterial and unknowable principle, so says modern
science. In other words, holism states that there is a binder
interconnecting everything in the Universe and this basis for
everything that manifests is not manifested (immaterial), it is the
only one capable of consciousness, the only one apt to establish
equilibrium in the Universe. Therefore, this point of view
implies the existence of an unseen basis that can explain every
manifestation of the Universe, namely a Divine Consciousness.
Maybe the most apparent and the easiest way to understand
this concept is the medical field. Yet this point of view is part
of everything we experience and we are certain that, once
accepted, it will create the possibility for any human being to
be able to see these holistic implications and correlations in any
field, and thus be able to attain their preordained condition; that
of HUMAN BEING.
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Allopathic medicine is founded on the premises that the human
system is pure, microbe and virus free, and when the human
being comes into contact with an outside contamination source,
the pathogens enter the body. Allopathic medicine counteracts
these aggressions by using several chemical substances
(poisons) that kill the aggressors. In other words, if a symptom
appears in one part of the body, allopathic medicine sees it as
chemical modification that needs to be adequately treated with
medicines in order to annihilate the effects. If a patient has a
headache, for example, the doctor prescribes an anti-neuralgic;
the same medicine is prescribed to every patient experiencing
a headache. If an infection occurs, the doctor prescribes an
antibiotic drug. Clearly, headaches can have different causes in
different patients (catching a cold, feeling hungry, an infection
in the body, bile calculus etc.). The treatment is the same. We are
so used to this allopathic system that when one sees a doctor
one only talks about effects: I have a terrible headache or I have
a fever! But these are not diseases! If you say I have a sore throat
or I have a fever, the doctor will prescribe an antibiotic without
thinking twice!
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Real poisons for the human body
A statistic research conducted on people with very serious
diseases – such as cancer, AIDS, Alzheimer, syphilis – who died
because of this, revealed a strange aspect: all of the patients
had had a long history of increasingly more severe diseases
for which they had been treated allopathically. For example,
one patient had had a simple yeast infection and received an
allopathic treatment. Later, he developed trichomoniasis which
was treated the same way. Then he had herpes, papilloma
– also treated allopathically – and, in the end, syphilis or prostate
cancer. All is proof that this approach does not solve the problem
but rather moves it to a more complex level, much more difficult
to treat. This is the reason why all allopathic medicines have side
effects, even the most common ones, such as aspirin, while the
most powerful ones are actually poisonous. To say nothing of
vaccines, which cause real hurricanes, destructive to the human
system. Let us take cytostatics as an example, the so-called
chemotherapy used in the allopathic treatment of cancer.
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All oncologists who have prescribed cytostatics know that they
are very powerful poisons (some were even used as poison gas
during wars). They are in no way a remedy but a biologically
selective poison, killing cells with a high reproduction rate,
therefore killing cancer cells, but also other cells, such as nail and
hair cells, and mainly white cells, the guardians of the physical
body, that have an extremely high reproduction rate. This is
why, before prescribing a dose of cytostatics, the doctor first
performs a leucograma, because otherwise he runs the risk of
his patient dying very fast. Any allopathic doctor knows that a
patient undergoing chemotherapy engages on a sure road to
death. No patient can bear more than 20 complete doses of
cytostatics. All the doctor can say under such circumstances is
that the patient will surely die in two years’ time (leucocytes have
a reconstruction rate of three weeks, while doses of cytostatics
are given about once a month). On the other hand, many
patients refused the chemotherapy and lived for over 20 years
with a tumor in their body – in other words, one can expect to
live longer refusing chemotherapy.
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What most of us do not know...
What few people know is the financial side behind all these
drugs. A dose of cytostatics costs almost 1 000 dollars, but the
patient is not aware of this because health insurance pays for it.
Consider that, in Europe alone, three million people who have
completed chemotherapy die every year. Then think about the
huge financial interest behind this whole drug industry, the
second most profitable in the world after the weapon industry.
The truth is, modern medicine has become an excellent business
with huge returns and doctors are now dealers for the big
pharmaceutical companies.
Therefore, allopathic medicine does not aim to cure anything
even if it could – which it can’t. One of the main branches in
contemporary medicine is pathology – the study of disease.
Nobody talks about health and wellness, all they talk about is
the study of disease. Yet, when you want to become a millionaire
you do shouldn’t study the poor but find out what those who
managed to become millionaires have done. The same applies
when your goal is to be a champion: you must study real
champions. In other words, allopathic medicine is not about
health but rather about patching up.
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The drugs used by allopathic medicine can be classified into
seven big categories. The World Health Organization (WHO)
issued the following declaration: “As there are only seven classes
of drugs, 200 types of remedies could encompass the entire
range of effects and would be enough to treat all diseases”. With
over 10 000 specialties in each country, member of the European
Union, it’s as if we were using a nuclear bomb to kill a fly.
Allopathic medicine has become what it is today, as a result
of the different classes of drugs that have been developed
by the pharmaceutical industry over the last 50 years. These
seven classes, which represent the top instruments allopathic
medicine has in fighting a large number of diseases, are its
pride and joy, the reason for its existence. Without these drugs,
allopathic medicine would have succumbed to less aggressive
medical care systems a long time ago. For this it has to thank
the pharmaceutical laboratories, without which there wouldn’t
be allopathic medicine today. There is a strong interdependence
between allopathic doctors and the magnates of the
pharmaceutical industry – the former could not live without the
latter and vice versa.
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Here are the seven classes of drugs:
1) antibiotics;
2) anti-inflammatories and analgesics;
3) antihypertensives;
4) hypocholesterolemics;
5) antidepressants and tranquilizers;
6) anticarcinogens;
7) vaccines (bringing antigens into the body).
As you can see, all these drugs are “anti” something. Nothing is
“pro”; except for tranquilizers, there is no drug to aim for health.
They represent a practical application of Pasteur’s irrational
theory. Instead of striving to preserve man’s physical and
mental integrity by using natural means and prescribing trace
elements, vitamins, minerals etc., recommending a balanced
diet and advising a healthy lifestyle, allopathic medicine causes
imbalances, forcing you to turn to allopathic doctors to prescribe
one of the drugs out of the six classes mentioned above (six, as
vaccines are prescribed for prevention).
When a disease occurs, it means an intruder has entered the
body and this intruder must be hunted down. It sounds more
like magic than real medical science. The allopathic doctor may
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very well be seen as an exorcist who, in order to drive evil out
of a person, uses weird formulas and extremely aggressive
techniques: powerful drugs, chemotherapy, radical surgical
interventions and so on. Wanting to destroy evil they end up
killing the patient.
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Have faith –
not in prescription drugs, but in the vital force
A holistic approach, on the other hand, is completely different.
Holistic medicine is not about doctors and drugs. Holistic
medicine postulates that in each and every patient there is a
harmonizing intelligence (vital force) and this intelligence is the
only one capable of knowing the cause of the illness, how long it
will take to cure it, and in what way exactly the human body will
regain balance. All a doctor can do is to recognize the symptoms
of awakening this vital force while the remedies he prescribes
are not to fight any effects but to amplify this force and reinstall
health.
Once awoken, the vital force discharges the garbage (the illness)
outside of the body and all the subject has to do is be patient
and act in the same direction as the force. A mental disorder
treated this way can manifest itself by symptoms in the lungs
(for example, a case of autism treated allopathically can at first
manifest itself as chronic bronchitis or severe asthma). If the
patient treats the effects manifested in the lungs (in holistic
terminology, this blocking of effects is called suppression), the
disease can reappear at the mental level.
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We must keep in mind that holism, compared to other
approaches, is based on that immaterial and unknowable
principle which, scientifically speaking (from modern science’s
point of view) is a purely subjective aspect. This approach also
requires great courage, especially when considered modern
materialistic thinking.
As a matter of fact, one needs to have faith in this force’s inherent
intelligence. The truth is, the human mind is only able to control
a limited number of processes, while many other processes
escape our conscious mind. For example, who consciously
thinks about digestion taking place (besides while reading this
phrase)? Or who is conscious of the way oxygen diffuses into the
bloodstream from the lungs? All these processes are controlled
by this vital force in a perfect way. Diseases occur when we do
not allow this force to work properly but act against it.
This holistic approach asks for a transformation similar to
launching into the void, since its fundamental principle is a
purely subjective one – the force residing in each of us, a force
that sustains us and always tries to recover our balance by any
means.
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We think we do and achieve great things, but actually it is this
force that does it all, this force we are not even aware of. All we
have to do is be humble enough to recognize its merits and let
go of the control so it can act freely – this is real courage.
All great discoveries of mankind have been made due to this
force. Mendeleev discovered the periodic table during a dream.
Einstein discovered the theory of relativity daydreaming what
it would be like to fly riding a beam of light. Edison said all his
ideas came to him while in a state of light sleep. Tesla used to fall
into reveries during which he envisioned all his discoveries. And
the list goes on. The truth is all these discoveries were made by
people who had the courage to unleash this force.
This force’s intention is to make us conscious, but only if we allow
it. We should understand that spirituality, as a whole, is based on
perceiving and being aware of this force.
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Health is closely
connected to spiritual evolution
As a matter of fact, we have emphasized the holistic approach
on health exactly because of its close connection to spirituality.
But what is spirituality? What does being spiritual mean? (We
ask this because health is strongly connected with the level
of spiritual evolution; if all people understood that, mankind
would take a huge step towards peace and harmony.)
If we were to judge things according to Christian thinking (all
genuine traditions have the same ultimate aim), John’s Gospel
begins with the following: “In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word was God”. Therefore,
in the beginning there was nothing but the word, that is
God, and from God (this Unique Principle) all manifestation
came into being, because there was nothing but God. That
means all manifestation is actually God manifested, the entire
Universe being the celestial body of God. Thus God is not only
a non manifested aspect, somewhere in the outside world,
but everything manifested; matter is God too, as nothing but
God existed in the beginning and nothing else exists now. All a
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human being has to do in order to be spiritual is be aware of this
permanent presence of God.
For a holistic approach we have to state our goal properly,
because our subconscious mind will lead us towards fulfilling
that goal. A holistic approach is monistic, because there exists
nothing but God. In fact, all authentic holistic medicines are also
called UNICIST. This is really the greatest difference between
allopathy and holism: allopathy asserts the will and knowledge
egotistically and arbitrarily from the outside – the doctor
knows best and prescribes a chemical to annihilate the existing
disorder; holism states that any disturbance in the being is an
effort of the “vital force” (Unique Principle) to reestablish balance.
All the doctor has to do is observe the direction this “vital force”
is leading towards and stimulate the system to follow that
direction, as that is the right way towards balance and health.
In other words, holism is a “medicine” that believes and has faith
in this Unique Principle (God), while allopathy does not even
think about it.
The Austrian mystic Jakob Lorber (1800 – 1864), nicknamed “the
scribe of God”, wrote over 25 books by listening to his inner voice,
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a work of which scientists say it exceeds the possibilities of the
human mind. Lorber stated that all he wrote had been dictated
by Jesus. When he was 40, he heard an inner voice telling him:
“Take up your pen and write!”. That was the voice of Jesus and
everything Lorber wrote is advice Jesus gave to his readers. It is
relevant how Lorber regards healing and health:
“Unfortunately, many patients are dying nowadays because of
allopathic drugs, which cure an evil but replace it with a dozen
other evils inside the afflicted body. Moreover, the new diseases
become more and more virulent, therefore it is no wonder
that life expectancy is rapidly declining, becoming shorter and
shorter, which can only debilitate the descendants of those who
are now parents. If this material decline goes on, it will lead to
the total destruction of mankind. Therefore, out of compassion,
I chose to enlighten a few people who created other means of
healing, means that do not destroy the material body but rather
act upon the soul. Thus, by awakening the power of the soul,
these remedies can restore balance in the physical system. This
healing method is called homeopathy (homeopathy is a holistic
medicine – editor’s note) or, as I like to call it, ‘the art of healing
with the soul’. This time the one who performs healing is the soul,
activated by means of several infinitesimal agents that would be
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toxic if used in big doses. How can this happen? Simply, as in My
nature there is nothing harmful”.
All the research we conduct and all the devices we create, aim
at this holistic integration and intent to develop and amplify this
force holism calls vital force. They are meant to awaken and
stimulate this force and, somehow, the fact that they restore
balance and perform healing comes as a natural consequence. All
the instruments we devise amplify the natural tendencies of this
vital force. Every indication regarding the healing effects comes
from practice, from the experience of those who have used
them. We do not say a certain device cures this or that disease,
all we aim for is awakening the vital force. The effects produced
depend largely on the mindset of the user. The fact is when
this vital force awakens the effects are nothing but beneficial.
For one thing, our devices produce a spiritual awakening in the
persons using them and, by all means, the active principles of
the healing effects are not physical, but spiritual influences.
Furthermore, these devices agree with any other kind of
treatment (including allopathy – although allopathy can block
the manifestation of many positive effects) and can be used
together with any type of cure.
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The effects of our devices are very much amplified if the user
leads a healthy lifestyle and practices rightful thinking. You can
access our site where you will find more information on this
topic.
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BIO SYNERGY

Rediscovering the past
It is a well known fact that our civilisation is not the only one
that has existed on this planet since the appearance of man.
Archaeological discoveries of vestiges and ancient writings prove
that our civilisation was preceeded by far more advanced ones.
Thus, “Vaimānika Śāstra”, a text discovered in India, describes
in detail flying machines heavier than air, with magnetical and
gravitational propulsion thousands of years before the first flight
performed by the Wright brothers. The pyramids of Egypt still
amaze us with the greatness and accuracy of their construction.
There are also legends about a famous substance able to soften
the rocks used by Maya civilisation to build perfectly fitting
stone walls, an amazing thing even for today’s engineers.
There certainly are many “wonders” of the past, but some were
completely lost, some are regarded with suspicion by modern
science while others, such as the device you have just bought,
were revealed by clairvoyant people who “read them” in the
Akashic records (a region in the subtle plane where the past is
recorded).
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Health is man’s most precious asset, essential for a life full of
achievement and satisfaction. Therefore it seems natural that
huge sums of money are being spent worldwide, in order to track
down, investigate and treat each and every disease. Science has
advanced enormously, building sensitive and complex devices
to thoroughly investigate the human body; there are synthetic
drugs, the result of great efforts, capable of producing distinct
effects with the aim of removing a certain health disorder.
Nevertheless, notwithstanding current developments in science
and technology, we could say that allopathic medicine has failed
in its “fight” against the big problems affecting human health.
The main reason is this medicine has essentially aimed at curing
the disease rather than maintaining a state of perfect health, not
considering the harmony of the whole manifested in any human
being, at every level: physical, energetic, emotional, mental and
spiritual. In this regard, a health problem is not only what we
see at the physical level, a disease or a temporary incapacity
of a certain organ to function properly, it is also a disturbance
in the balance of the whole mind–body system. Moreover, the
excessive materialism of science has generated a real hunt for
viruses, bacteria and other microscopic inhabitants and material
substances, responsible, they say, for causing disease in the
human body. One should remember though that with each
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breath we take in myriads of such elements into our body but
only when there is an imbalance in the body can they install and
proliferate inside, with all the unpleasant effects.
Therefore, an ideal drug would be one capable to restore the
harmony of a disturbed system or to reinforce the balance
already existing in the body without any damage whatsoever.
This does not apply to modern treatment procedures. Modern
treatment has a great many side effects and it has never been
applied to a healthy body.
Investigating the treasures of the past, we find many such ideal
“medicines”, often coming as natural remedies, advices for a
balanced life style and even devices able to connect the users
to subtle energies according to their specific needs. It seems
that the priests in ancient esoteric schools of Tibet, Egypt and
the Inca civilization, had extraordinary techniques to rejuvenate
the mind, body and memory. In museums worldwide there are
many mysterious devices considered to have miraculous powers
to regenerate the human body. Most are ceremonial objects:
carbon or magnetite rods, unknown alloys of gold, silver, quartz
crystals. These objects, amazingly simple to the complicated
mind of nowadays researchers, operate on principles that have
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nothing to do with the fundamentals of modern science: they
apply interdisciplinary laws, such as resonance and synergy.
We should note that these devices are nothing but a physical
illustration of a process that is mostly subtle, so that they interact
with the body on an energy level. Nowadays, holistic therapeutic
procedures of ancient civilizations are once again investigated
and applied, but only to compensate for the disadvantages of
classical medicine.

The psychic Edgar Cayce recommended
the bio-battery as a miraculous device
One device that has widely been appreciated is the bio-battery,
revealed to modern times by the readings from the American
psychic Edgar Cayce. While in trance, Cayce performed over
14 000 readings on more than 10 000 subjects, many of them
related to human health. Information on the bio-battery can be
found in 1 027 of his readings; Cayce recommends it for curing
over 115 diseases. This device is described in highly favorable
terms:
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“Everyone should use this device”, “It is excellent for
regenerating the organism” – and so on.
Cayce named the energy accumulated by this device “etheronic”.
Here is how Cayce describes the operating principle of the
bio-battery in his reading: “The device works as a generating
magnet – on every connection with the physical body a subtle
energetic flow is generated, a flow vibrating on the vibration
frequency of the body itself; it is a magnet that accumulates
energy”. (1179-3)
“The vibrations of the device are the lowest form of electrical
forces that move as energies from the etheronic energies – or of
the lowest form of static, or the electrical forces.” (681-2)
“The lowest form of electrical vibration IS the basis of life itself
[the prime cause, the Logos].” (444-2)
“[…] their constructive forces are in an orderly manner.
This enables the quieting, then, from within, and allows the
forces that are constructive to the system’s vitality to become
predominant. […] (this device) absorbs the energies in certain
regions of the body, amplifies them and reintroduces electrical
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energies into the body that revitalize those regions in the body,
where these energies are lacking.” (957-3)
“It keeps the body in balance.” (2836-2)
“[…] as it strengthens the vibrations (of the body) […] the device
takes over the user’s vibrations.” (5158-1)
From the above passages (the device wasn’t described in one
single reading, information on its structure and operating
principles can be found in several studies, as we have already
mentioned) it can be concluded that the bio-battery consists
of a very powerful energy amplifier that can get in tune with
the vibration frequencies of the users’ subtle energetic bodies,
regenerating their vital energy.
Accordingly, Cayce insists that the device be used by one single
person: “Each person should have a device of their own.
Make sure that no other body uses your device”. (260-2)
The experiments we have performed show that when a person
uses the device several days in a row the carbon powders inside
the bio-battery form a network of conglomerations (knots)
depending on the energetic field of that person.
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Nevertheless, it can be used by several persons on condition
that after being used for some time by one person the device
is “reset” by placing it the sunrays for some time (two or three
hours of continuous exposure on a sunny day). We should
mention that this exposure has to be direct, not through glass.
Furthermore, we know from experience that the efficiency of a
“reset” device is lower.

What is BIO SYNERGY?
BIO SYNERGY is a bioenergetic battery (it uses the body’s
energetic potential and does not need an external source to
activate) that allows the regeneration of the human organism
due to the resonance phenomena occurring between the body
connected to the battery and the solution inside of it.
This bio-battery is manufactured according to the revelations
Edgar Cayce had during his trances and is based on discoveries
made by scientists who studied Inca civilization (Inca temples)
and on descriptions of similar principles found in ancient Eastern
texts. The whole assembly is introduced in resin, to protect it
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against shock and humidity. The device has two terminals on its
upper side and a recipient (inside the battery and tight fitting)
containing the gold solution to work with.
BIO SYNERGY also has two bracelets: one for the wrist and one
for the ankle. These bracelets are made of silver threads, are anti
allergenic, elastic and very durable. They must be connected
to the two terminals to close the electrical circuit formed by
the bio-battery and the human body. It has no importance to
which terminal each bracelet is connected. The benefic action
of the bio-battery is at its best when used with two cooling
accumulators placed on both sides of the battery.
BIO SYNERGY, the AimGroup bio-battery, combines the
advantages offered by the energy accumulation and synergy
process facilitated by carbon and the organic energy
accumulation. Due to the specific construction of the battery
walls, an organic field is generated inside, which amplifies the
transmission of information in the body through the electrodes
and the terminal wires. Furthermore, the materials used and
the source element have been improved so to optimize the
efficiency of the device. This means more vital energy for the
body.
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The synergy principle
This device operates on an ancient principle that has thoroughly
been studied as of late: the principle of resonance. Empirically,
this principle states that there is a transfer of energy between
two systems oscillating on similar frequencies, which functions
at its highest when these systems are vibrating on the same
frequency. The transfer of energy takes places without a transfer
of substance. As scientists consider the world is an assembly of
vibrational systems one within another and every thing in the
Universe is in fact energy in a particular state of vibration, we
begin to understand the tremendous importance the resonance
process has in life, both at microcosmic and macrocosmic levels.
More specifically, the operation of BIO SYNERGY is based
on a phenomenon called synergy. This phenomenon is the
materialization of certain energies out of the ether (the subtle
element called “ether”) by the agency of resonance, starting
from a “seed”-energy. Practically, this device generates a process
in the human body in which golden elements transposition to
the cellular level. Thus, the concentration of gold in the human
body increases in a natural way. In the same way, by changing
the “seed”-energy, we can obtain resonances with any metal
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(by changing the solution in the recipient). However, we do not
advise using other solutions: gold is a universal remedy with
no side effects, while other solutions can generate undesired
effects. This is why the recipient containing the monoatomic
gold solution is enclosed in the device and sealed within the
resin in which the whole block is cast.
The research done by Etienne Guillé, a brilliant scientist, shows
that DNA’s primary base sequencing (particular proteins:
cytosine, adenine, thymine and guanine) creates the resonance
of the human body with various metals. In other words, if
these bases come in one particular order, the body begins to
produce copper; if they appear in a different order, the body will
produce gold – and so on. The human body is able to produce
any metal for its own use, depending on how the sequences of
these proteins are structured in the DNA. The metals our body
produces for its own need are different than those we find in
nature as minerals.
They are living, have a spiral structure and long chains just like
organic molecules (scientists state this metals are protein chains
that simulate mineral metals). Furthermore, the body rejects any
attempt at being given metals in a mineral form. It is ridiculous
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to think that if you have a lack of calcium and start ingesting
calcium you will compensate for the deficiency. The truth is by
doing that you can do much harm to your body.

Revitalize your body and
alleviate the fluctuations of your mind
BIO SYNERGY transmits information to a very deep level, while
the DNA structures its sequences so that the body begins to
produce its own metals. Therefore, this device acts as an energy
amplifier of one’s body vibrations. Its main effects are revitalizing
the body and alleviating the fluctuations of the mind. According
to Cayce, “the device brings rest to those who are tired, to those
who have gone through a long period of stress and exhaustion,
to those who are looking for a harmonizing influence to help
them achieve coordination between their physical, mental and
spiritual disposition, so that the latter has an effect on one’s
physical body. The device will bring sleep to the body – any
annoyance will disappear”. In addition, “the device can improve
the functioning of the eyes, hearing and throat in times of a
cold and congestion. It can help eliminate anxiety, improves
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the body’s ability to calm down, increases blood circulation
and uniformly distributes the heating forces all over the body.
It purifies the blood and creates a better coordination in the
functioning of cerebrospinal and sympathetic systems. It is
indispensable for all those who are working a lot with the brain,
but also to those who do not use it enough. When using the
device, the meditative forces sustaining the body’s focusing will
be activated and become much more useful, so that the person
is able to find more and more opportunities to express what has
been obtained. The days of using the device will be labeled as
lucky ones, so to speak, or periods of greater connection to one’s
creative forces”.
Cayce states that by the fourth week of using the device, there
has to be a definite change in the body’s well being. As long as
it is maintained properly, that is in a clean state, and the two
electrodes do not short-circuit, the device will work indefinitely.
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Vibrations of metals in the human body
Because the bio-battery operates as an amplifier, it can increase
bodily vibrations as well as other types of vibrations, such as the
subtle vibrations of various metals. Metals are the materialization
of certain subtle energies in the terrestrial body, energies related
to the whole planetary system. Occultism mentions the so-called
planetary metals as being the condensation of the seven main
planet’ energies (including the Sun) in the terrestrial sphere. Thus,
Saturn corresponds to lead, Jupiter to tin, Mars to iron, the Sun
to gold, Venus to copper, Mercury to mercury and the Moon to
silver. The respective metals are nothing but a solidified form of
these planetary energies. The human body needs these energies
as it is an integral part of the whole and cannot exist separately.
Man’s life is in close connection with cosmic, planetary life and
each of these metals corresponds to a certain physiological
function. For example, respiratory functions representing our
formative and creative life correspond to iron (Rudolf Steiner).
Equally, the life of the circulatory system, the fundamental
source of life, gets its impulses through energies spread by
gold. The metabolism which is the fundament of material
organs is governed by energies corresponding to copper, while
any movement of the body is a result of the influence in the
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ethereal body of energies ascribed to mercury. Reproduction,
regeneration, rejuvenation are energies belonging to silver. The
nerves are a continuation of the life of the senses influenced by
energies materialized as tin, while the energies ascribed to lead
are those heavy energies governing the senses.
As we have already mentioned, our body needs these energies,
but this does not mean we can simply ingest the corresponding
metals. As a matter of fact, ingesting these metals as they are
found in nature can have fatal consequences for the human
being because in this form their energies are much too coarse to
be absorbed by the human system, therefore they are rejected.
As spiritual writings state, man is a microcosmos, a microuniverse,
in other words all the energies of the Universe are reflected
in the human being. Accordingly, the human body should
contain all metals. Nevertheless, these metals have a particular
structure. Their atoms are arranged into clusters (groups made
up of several atoms) as big as an organic molecule. Metals in the
body have an organic structure, some scientists even say they
are living things. Therefore, they have a structure completely
different from metals obtained by mineral extraction – as such, it
is no wonder that when trying to compensate for the deficiency
of a certain metal in our body by ingesting that metal, our
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bodies reject it. It is as if we tried to make a transplant using an
incompatible organ.
One of the commonest examples is calcium. A lack of calcium
generates extremely unpleasant effects in the body and the
doctor treats that by prescribing calcium. This does not work,
since some people will have calcium deficiency as long as they
live. There is plenty of calcium in nature, even in the water we
drink, that is why deposits will form on the walls of the recipient
when we boil water: these deposits are in fact calcium salts.
But then, what can we do to make our body accept a metal?
The answer is very simple: we can do nothing to make our body
accept a metal from the outside. All we can do is to stimulate the
body to produce the metal we want to amplify in structure on its
own. We use the word “amplify” as we are dealing with a certain
energy that has to be activated in the system, an energy which
in its coarse form is embodied by the metal in question.
BIO SYNERGY operates by transmitting extremely fine
information to the human body. Because of the way this
information is transmitted, it reaches DNA and this DNA will
structure in such a way that the body begins to produce gold.
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(We must say that this information does not generate a change
in the DNA, no new sequences will appear, what happens is
that a certain sequence, already existing in our DNA, will be
stimulated.)
Under certain conditions, for example in other times when
people had a different life style, or when spiritual development
reaches higher levels, the human body starts to produce the gold
it needs – in the Inca temples mummies were discovered with a
gold layer on the inside of their skulls, a layer that had deposited
there during their lifetime. In other words, the amount of gold
in their bodies was so large that a gold layer deposited on the
inside of their skulls. Spiritual traditions often mention the
amazing influences gold has on the energy centers in the head
area. What spiritual experiences did these people have, what
level of consciousness, how did they see the Universe, what
latent capacities were awakened at that time? Such questions
have stimulated us to create this device.
The source where the resonance is produced and the information
is transmitted to the human structure, is a sample of colloidal1
Colloid – a solution in which finely divided metal particles are dispersed; the size of the
gold particles has to be smaller than the size of the water molecules, smaller than 100 Å,
that is 10 millimicrons.

1
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gold solution. The body starts to produce its own gold, organic
gold, which will no longer be rejected because it is part of the
body. Furthermore, this manner of transmitting the information
does not generate any side effects as the energy corresponding
to gold is harmonized in the structure. Moreover, there is no
risk of producing gold in excess, only as much as is needed to
harmonize the body.
Physically speaking, things will become obvious in a matter
of weeks; as a rule, the amount of gold in the human body is
indistinguishable – in other words, there is so little gold in our
body that it cannot be detected. After using BIO SYNERGY for a
few weeks, the gold in the body can be traced.
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Gold and its properties
Why gold?
In traditions worldwide gold was considered the most noble of
all metals, the most powerful remedy, the best of the best.
Ancient civilizations say all metals can be obtained from gold
through a process of impurifying. Therefore, gold is the source
for all energies corresponding to other metals, so if gold is
present in the body, all other metals will harmonize.
Recent research shows that gold operates mainly in the head
area, especially in the pineal and hypophysis glands, which
govern the whole endocrine system.
In spiritual writings, gold is associated with the highest force
center in the human structure, situated in the crown, the top of
the head. Cayce says this device acts mainly at brain level and
is capable of generating a completely new brain if the old one
is too deteriorated to regenerate. Moreover, he recommends it
for all degenerative diseases and states it reverses the aging
process and doubles life expectancy.
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Gold is a carrier for solar energy and reflects this principle in
the terrestrial sphere. It is a royal metal which preserves and
radiates this nature that cannot be attacked by other energies.
Solar energy is the primary source of light and heat, therefore
the source of life itself. The presence of gold in the human body,
definitely in infinitesimal quantities (such as, from a certain point
of view, we could say that only its subtle vibration is manifested
in the bodies of mankind), influences cell growth and division,
regulates sedimentation rate, stops blood coagulation, activates
the reticulo-endothelial system, promotes oxidation, stimulates
the adrenocorticotropic principle and coordinates the activity
of the neurovegetative system. Its vibrations run through the
whole body, reuniting all polarities and maintaining a balance
between all forces. At a physical level, its action is best seen
in the cardiovascular system, where it governs the rhythmic
alternation between contraction and relaxation of the heart
(systole – diastole) and of all blood vessels, inferring a balance
of polarities in hematopoiesis, whose processes it fosters.
Furthermore, it plays a part in all bone marrow reconstruction,
regeneration and formation processes.
On the ethereal body level, the vibrations of gold invigorate the
vital systems and act as an agent in lymphatic and glandular
processes.
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With regards to man’s astral structure, the vibrations of this metal
brighten emotions and amplify all the qualities of the soul, while
on a spiritual level they regulate heat or expression of the Self.
Gold turns blood into a carrier substance for the spirit.
Here are the main organs, systems, aspects and processes
influenced by gold:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• liver;
• renal system;
• lymphatic, mammary,
thyroid and pancreas
glands;
• locomotor system;
• muscles;
• joints;
• skeletal system;
• neurosensory system and
the skin;
• brain;
• nerves;
• eyes;
• ears;
• solar psychic faculties;

vital force;
active blood circulation;
accurate hematopoiesis;
normal coagulation;
regular heartbeat;
normal blood pressure;
normal cardiovascular
system;
proper functioning of
reticulo-endothelial
system;
proper functioning of
immune system;
metabolism and limbs;
membrane vascularization;
digestive system;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

solar type, soul man;
self-knowledge;
a sense of truth;
clarity;
positive thinking;
idealism;
enthusiasm;
character qualities;
joy of living;

• courage;
• warmth, generosity;
• orderly, measured action,
performed with joy;
• creative, prompt way of
acting;
• positive action in all mental
disorders of cardiac origin.
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How to use the device
BIO SYNERGY is a device designed to be used individually. It can
be used by ONE PERSON alone! When used, the carbon powders
structure themselves according to the vibrations of that specific
person; if someone else uses the device, not only will it remain
resultless, but it can also affect the efficiency for the person the
device was initially tuned for!
TERMINAL WIRES

COOLING ACCUMULATORS

BIO SYNERGY

WRIST AND ANKLE
BRACELETS
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BIO SYNERGY is delivered with a gold solution inside it.
This solution is not consumable, it serves only as a source for
transmitting information, has been made using specific methods
and is very stable, so that the battery will last indefinitely.
The two accumulators are placed on both sides of the device
and, to increase the grip, are fastened with the rubber band
coming with the battery.
BIO SYNERGY can also work without the cooling accumulators,
but its efficiency will be lower.
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WARNING!
The terminals should not be short-circuited
by touching one bracelet to the other (the
conducting elements, the grey fabric woven
with silver threads) or else the device will no
longer work properly. Nevertheless, if this
happens, the device must be placed in the
sunshine for at least two hours in order to return
to the initial parameters.
Ten minutes after fastening the cooling accumulators (a period
necessary for a threshold to trigger inside the device), you will
connect the bracelet to the terminals.
Then put the bracelets on the ankle and wrist. The cooling
accumulators will remain attached to the battery during the
session.
Take a comfortable posture and relax; in the meantime you can
either read a book, listen to music or sleep.
Sessions should be performed for at least 30 minutes.
A prolonged session has no negative effects on the organism.
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The process is a holistic one, the vital force re-establishes
balance in the body and the gold level is regulated so that the
body can function at its best.
It does not matter to which terminal you connect each bracelet.
The bracelets have to be connected left hand – right foot or
right hand – left foot.
After each session you have to change the diagonal orientation:
if in one session you have used it connected left hand – right
foot, in the next session you should use it with a right hand – left
foot connection – and so on.
For powerful effects, we recommend you use the device at least
half an hour each day. You can also use it for longer periods of
time, there is no restriction, you can even have several sessions
a day. The important thing is for these sessions to be performed
on a daily basis. If, for whatever reason, you take a break for a day
or two, you can start using BIO SYNERGY again and the effects
will stay. After using it for two or three months, the effects will
stay with you for years. Even if you use it permanently you will
benefit and there is no contraindication to use it for as long as
you wish.
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Furthermore, the effects of the bio-battery will be amplified if its
temperature is lower, therefore we recommend to use it along
with the cooling accumulators.
You can use BIO SYNERGY any time you take a break. Just
lie down in a comfortable position and connect the bracelets
the way we have mentioned. Meanwhile, you can perform
gentle intellectual activities such as reading a book. Cayce
states that when using the bio-battery, it is an appropriate
time to plan our life, to get answers to our basic questions or
to review the relationship we have with God. In his readings,
Cayce recommends connecting the device at night, when we
go to bed, and disconnect it in the morning, when we wake up.
He says that after some time of using the device we can have
significant dreams and develop a higher self-knowledge as our
subconscious mind is activated.
During the entire time of using the bio-battery, you should
have a mental attitude full of benevolence, with no negative
manifestations, as Cayce says: “You cannot use the device and
swear or vow at the same time. You shouldn’t manifest hate –
your nervous system will act as a boomerang against you”.
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Although there are no contraindications for using the device,
we recommend you to abtain from tranquilizers or alcohol while
having sessions with the bio-battery.
So far there haven’t been any documented side effects from
using this device.

BIO SYNERGY effects
This battery was first examined by the Association for Research
and Enlightenment (ARE) in Virginia Beach, which applies the
knowledge revealed by Cayce, and the results they obtained
were amazing.
This device proved to be extremely effective in:
• restoring memory;
• curing senility;
• detoxification;
• stress reduction;
• high blood pressure;
• deafness;
• obesity.
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This device has also contributed to the healing of other serious
diseases: cancer, arthritis and certain forms of paralysis.
Edgar Cayce personally insisted on the importance of this
device. He considered it to be superior to any other method and
stated that it doubles life expectancy.
His writings go on to state the benefits and the rejuvenating
properties of this device: “it aids the body in every direction”, “it
is a necessity for anyone who uses the brain a great deal”, “it is
good for anyone”, “any organism experiencing problems due to
lack of harmony can benefit from using this device”, “this type of
vibration is beneficial to every human being”.
The accumulation of energy with this bio-battery is intense.
Sensitive persons describe a powerful energy field emanating
from the terminal wires of the device that sometimes expands
beyond the ceiling of the room where the device is set.
As documented main effects, we mention the regeneration and
improvement of memory functions. Under this category we
have deficiencies such as:
• senility;
• mental degenerescence (later called Alzheimer disease);
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•
•
•
•
•
•

dementia;
brain lesions or tumours;
Down syndrome;
mental handicaps;
absence of cerebral coordination;
certain forms of paralysis (not applying to destruction of
nervous tissues).

“The memory is never lost”, Cayce stated. What we lose is the
ability to retrieve memory. Clairvoyants say human beings that
have lost access to their memory are like off-line telephone sets.
The bio-energetic battery helps restoring communication and
allows access to memory by stimulating the user’s vital energy.
In case of memory loss due to brain damage, old age senility or
brain disease, the sessions with the battery can be associated
with other traditional methods such as osteopathy for brain
regeneration, as Cayce said. Cells in the body are incessantly
renewed. With the bio-energetic battery this cell renewal occurs
in total harmony. Weakened senses can thus be enhanced:
hearing, sight and taste in elderly people. The bio-battery
stabilizes and invigorates the body for a better coordination.
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It is also known that injections with gold solutions are used in
treating arthrosis. This type of treatment is done under strict
supervision because of its high toxicity. With the bio-battery, the
vibrations of gold are absorbed by the body with no transfer of
substance, and therefore there is no risk of toxicity.
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Package content
The full BIO SYNERGY package contains:
• the bioenergetic element containing the gold solution
with the terminals for connecting the electrode bracelets;
• a bracelet for the ankle;
• a bracelet for the wrist;
• two cooling accumulators;
• user manual.
NOTE!
This device operates with no conventional electric sources and
is perfectly safe, there is no risk of electrocution.
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CAUTION!
The BIO SYNERGY’s outer carcass makes the
device easy to use and pleasing to the eye.
It is not moisture-proof. Nevertheless, all
components on the inside are impervious,
as they are cast in a monoblock made up of a
special resin.
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Testimonials
V. O., physician, Paris He used BIO SYNERGY for a young woman
who had serious problems adjusting balance when changing her
position from horizontal to vertical. Practically, when she wanted
to get up she lost her consciousness (she fainted) for 30 seconds.
She had orthostatic hypertension caused by a stroke. She had been
bedridden for a long time. After two days of using BIO SYNERGY, she
no longer lost consciousness. After three days she was able to walk
unassisted on a distance of 12 meters while her tension remained
within normal limits.
A. T., Timisoara I have been using the battery for two weeks; the
results have been amazing from the very first week! I sleep better
than I have in the last nine years, my heart beat has returned to
normal, I feel (and visualize!) a paradisiacal state of wellness!
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A. B., Bacau, 89 years old, was in a coma because of a pervasive
cancer with multiple metastases. The doctors estimated that the
old man would die within two or three weeks. He was in a coma
and they did not expect him to recover. Eventually they agreed to
connect him to BIO SYNERGY. After the first 12 hours, he came out
of coma and could talk. In a few days he was discharged from the
hospital and over the next three months he gradually recovered. He
was able to move, walk, talk etc. He died five years later, at age 94.
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Your suggestions and opinions are important to us!
You can help us provide better service
if you share your experiences and tell us what
you’ve noticed since using BIO SYNERGY.
Our e-mail address:
contact@aimgroupshop.com
For further information please call:
+448708200038

The AimGroup team appreciates
your interest and confidence in us. Thank you!

www.technologyforlife.org
support@technologyforlife.org
+448708200038

